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Starting point of the project: 
The Paradox of metaphor - Deliberate Metaphor Theory (DMT) 
Most metaphors are processed by lexical disambiguation, and 
not by comparison
Solution to this paradox: 3-dimensional model of metaphor 
analysis 
1. Linguistic level: direct versus indirect
2. Conceptual level: conventional versus novel
3. Communicative level: deliberate versus non-deliberate 
Starting point of the project: 
The Paradox of metaphor - Deliberate Metaphor Theory (DMT) 
Most metaphor are processed by lexical disambiguation, and not 
by comparison
Solution to this paradox: 3-dimensional model of metaphor 
analysis 
1. Linguistic level: direct versus indirect
2. Conceptual level: conventional versus novel
3. Communicative level: deliberate versus non-deliberate 
Deliberate metaphor concern  the intenti al use of 
metaphors as metaphors between sender and addressee. 
This definition minimally implies that language users, in 
production or reception, pay distinct attention to the 
source domain as a separate domain of reference 
(Steen, 2017) 
The idea of deliberate metaphor = hotly debated issue in 
literature
➥ especially from theoretical point of view 
➥ need for empirical work on how the notion of deliberate   
metaphor may be conceived
➥ treat deliberateness “as an empirical question” (Steen, 2011)
Starting point of the project: 
The Paradox of metaphor - Deliberate Metaphor Theory (DMT) 
Existing research on identification of deliberate metaphors 
(e.g. Krennmayr, 2011; Pasma, 2011; Perrez & Reuchamps 2014, 2015, etc.) ⟶ Top-down approach to Deliberate Metaphor Identification 
= use of existing set of features to identify potentially deliberate metaphors
q Is the metaphorical unit signalled (e.g. by a simile or other signalling device)?
q Is the metaphorical unit in the form of A = B?
q Is the metaphorical unit expressed directly?
q Is the metaphorical unit novel?
q Is the metaphorical unit surrounded by metaphorical expressions from compatible semantic fields, which are 
somehow connected?
q Is the metaphorical sense of the unit particularly salient through, for example, alluding to the topic of the text?
q Does the metaphorical unit participate in word play?
q Does the metaphorical unit elicit rhetorical effects such as, for example, persuasion or humor?
Starting point of the project: 
The Paradox of metaphor - Deliberate Metaphor Theory (DMT) 
Tackle analysis of deliberate metaphor in a bottom-up fashion 
➱Existing list of features may not be complete, therefore “important to perform the 
identification of potentially deliberate metaphor in a bottom-up fashion, starting from the 






for deliberate metaphors 
Aim of the project
Quantitative perspective:
distribution and frequency of DM 
in language use
Qualitative perspective: 
look at manifestations of DM in 
order to analyse functions and 
forms of DM
Corpus: Belgian political discourse
vBelgian governmental declarations from 2006 – 2016 
vBilingual corpus (FR – NL) 
v1 million words
vConsists of 2 types of political discourse: 
1. Speech given by Belgian Prime Minister about current state of 
affairs regarding Belgian politics 
2. Responses and reactions of Presidents and other prominent 
members of Belgian political parties 

Corpus: Belgian political discourse
metaphors which are 
produced/perceived
as metaphors = more likely to activate + 
ratify certain properties
of a particular representation
(⇾ deliberate)
metaphors which constitute
the type of language use that people 
usually use to talk about 
certain topics will
not have the same effect
(⇾ non-deliberate)
Political discourse = situated in a space of  “conflicts” between representations of topics and issues
Political discourse = ideal: Lends itself quite naturally to the use of metaphors that are likely to 
highlight and activate certain properties of particular representations
« The Prime Minister resurrects as if it’s nothing: he’s born on Christmas and will die on 
Easter … But on Easter the political observers will look out for the third day! »
(Bacquelaine, Mouvement Reformateur, centre-right) 
« For that, we still have to wait until the Easter bells toll, 
if this forced marriage lasts that long » 
(Vanvelthoven, sp.a-spirit, left-wing) 
« The Christian corner has managed to « secure » some symbolism, 
with a government from Christmas, the birth, till Easter, the resurrection. 
Although it could also become a crucifixion » 
(Dedecker, LDD, right-wing) 
Circulation of metaphors: empirical examples
« The Prime Minister resurrects as if it’s nothing: he’s born on Christmas and will die on Easter … But on Easter the political 
observers will look out for the third day! »
« For that, we still have to wait until the Easter bells toll, 
if this forced marriage lasts that long » 
« The Christian corner has managed to « secure » some symbolism, with a government from Christmas, the birth, till Easter, the 
resurrection. Although it could also become a crucifixion » 
« The government is not a political marriage and not even a marriage of 
convenience, but at the very most a sham marriage. And a sham marriage 
always leads to a catastrophe, because it’s based on deception. » 
(Dedecker, LDD, right-wing) 
« The Prime Minister resurrects as if it’s nothing: he’s born on Christmas and will die on Easter … But on Easter the political 
observers will look out for the third day! »
« For that, we still have to wait until the Easter bells toll, 
if this forced marriage lasts that long » 
« The Christian corner has managed to « secure » some symbolism, with a government from Christmas, the birth, till Easter, the 
resurrection. Although it could also become a crucifixion » 
« The government is not a political marriage and not even a marriage of convenience, but at the very most a sham marriage. And 
a sham marriage always leads to a catastrophe, because it’s based on deception. » 
« Even before the family sits at the table for the Christmas feast, people are 
already arguing about who gets to cut the turkey. 
The appetizer – a fat fish** – gets skipped. This is a sham marriage, of which 
the expiration date is already known. » 
(Van Hecke, Ecolo-Groen!, green politics) 
« The Prime Minister resurrects as if it’s nothing: he’s born on Christmas and will die on Easter … But on Easter the political 
observers will look out for the third day! »
« For that, we still have to wait until the Easter bells toll, 
if this forced marriage lasts that long » 
« The Christian corner has managed to « secure » some symbolism, with a government from Christmas, the birth, till Easter, the 
resurrection. Although it could also become a crucifixion » 
« The government is not a political marriage and not even a marriage of convenience, but at the very most a sham marriage. And 
a sham marriage always leads to a catastrophe, because it’s based on deception. » 
« Even before the family sits at the table for the Christmas feast, people are already arguing about who gets to cut the turkey. 
The appetizer – a fat fish** – gets skipped. This is a sham marriage, of which the expiration date is already known. » 
« Love at first sight is beautiful, but also in politics, 
marriages of convenience are the ones that last the longest » 
(Verhofstadt, Prime Minister, Open Vld, centre-right) 
« The Prime Minister resurrects as if it’s nothing: he’s born on Christmas and will die on 
Easter … But on Easter the political observers will look out for the third day! » 
« For that, we still have to wait until the Easter bells toll, if this forced marriage lasts that 
long »
« The Christian corner has managed to « secure » some symbolism, with a government from 
Christmas, the birth, till Easter, the resurrection. Although it could also become a 
crucifixion »
« The government is not a political marriage and not even a marriage of convenience, but at 
the very most a sham marriage. And a sham marriage always leads to a catastrophe, because 
it’s based on deception. » 
« Even before the family sits at the table for the Christmas feast, people are already arguing 
about who gets to cut the turkey. The appetizer – a fat fish** – gets skipped. This is a sham 
marriage, of which the expiration date is already known. » 
« Love at first sight is beautiful, but also in politics, marriages of convenience are the ones 
that last the longest » 
v Larger research project ADAPOF: A Discursive Approach to the Paradox of 
Federalism
v Linguistics & Political Science 
vMain focus: impact of metaphors on people’s representations of/opinions 
on political issues (e.g. Belgian federalism is a Tetris game; implementing 
the basic income) 
Context development of the project
v“The results of semiotic analyses may lead to concrete research hypotheses that psycholinguistic and 
psychological research can subsequently test, and the other way around.”
v“Such behavioural studies may also shed light on the question whether the metaphors that DMIP identifies as 
potentially deliberate are indeed processed by means of cross-domain mappings. This is one of the main 
predictions of DMT (Steen, 2008, 2011a), and the application of DMIP can provide the data to serve as 
a starting point for psycholinguistic and/or psychological experiments testing this prediction.” 
v“If DMT scholars maintain that some pragmatic signals necessarily mark something called ‘deliberate 
metaphor’, then the burden is on them to clearly identify what these signals are and empirically show 
that they really have specific communicative impacts on listeners and readers.”
Conclusion
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